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1. Introduction. In [3] Gleason introduced an equivalence rela-

tion on the maximal ideal space Sa of a function algebra A, which

divides Sa into equivalence classes called "parts", or "Gleason parts".

The decomposition of Sa into these parts is an important step in the

attempt to find whatever analytic structure Sa may have (cf. Werm-

er's elegant result in [7]). Among other properties of parts, Gleason

showed that any two points in the same part of a Dirichlet algebra

have representing measures on the Silov boundary which are mutu-

ally absolutely continuous. Bishop [l] has recently given a simple

proof that this fact holds for any function algebra. Motivated by the

ideas of Bishop's proof, we wish to extend the notion of Gleason part

to an arbitrary linear space B of continuous real functions on a com-

pact space X. The parts of X determined by B are then subsets of X

on which a Harnack inequality holds, in much the same way that the

Gleason parts for an algebra on X are subsets of X on which a type

of Schwarz lemma holds. The equivalence relation we introduce is a

generalization of Gleason's, in the sense that if A is an algebra on X,

and B is the space of real parts, then the classes of X induced by B

coincide with the Gleason parts. We also introduce a metric on the

parts of X induced by B, and show that, for the case B = Re A, it is

equivalent to the norm metric studied by Gleason. Finally, the parts

are characterized geometrically as the minimal faces of a certain com-

pact convex subset of the dual space.

The author would like to express his appreciation to Errett Bishop

for a pre-publication exposition of [l], and to H. H. Corson for sev-

eral helpful conversations concerning this paper.

2. The parts of X induced by B. Let X be a compact Hausdorff

space, and let Cr(X) (respectively, CC(X)) he the space of all continu-

ous real-valued (respectively, complex-valued) functions on X, with

the uniform norm. We consider a linear subspace B of Cr(X), con-

taining the constant functions, and separating the points of X.

For any two points x, y EX write x~y (a) if and only if

(1) 1/a < u(x)/u(y) < a
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for all strictly positive functions uQB. The condition (1) can be

viewed as an abstract form of Harnack's inequality for positive

harmonic functions. If x~y (a) then, clearly, a>l. We write x~y

if and only if x~y (a) for some a. It is easy to check that ~ is an

equivalence relation on X and we state the relevant facts in the

following lemma.

Lemma 1. (i) x<~x (a) for all a>l; (ii) x~y (a) implies y~x (a);

(iii) x~y (a) and y~z (b) implies x~z (ab).

The equivalence classes of X under ~ will be called the "parts", or

"Gleason parts" of X induced by B. For x and y in the same part, we

define

(2) R(x, y) = ini{a: x ~ y (a)).

The following is immediate from Lemma 1 and this definition.

Lemma 2. If x, y, z are in the same part of X, then (i) R(x, y)

^ 1 and R(x, y) = 1 if and only if x = y; (ii) P(x, y) = R(y, x);
(in) R(x,y)R(y,z)^R(x,z).

Let D he the function on all pairs (x, y) of points in the same part

defined by

(3) D(x, y) = log R(x, y).

Lemma 3. D is a metric on each part of X.

3. Relationship with the Gleason parts of an algebra. Let A be a

closed subalgebra of CC(X), and assume that A contains the constant

functions and separates the points of X. We will say "A is an algebra

on X" if these conditions hold. If A* is given the w* topology, then

X is homeomorphic to the subset of A * consisting of the evaluation

functionals ex defined by ex(f) —f(x) for all/£^4. We can transfer the

norm-metric of A* to X via this identification, and we write, for

x, yQX,

(4) G(x, y) = \\e, - ev\\ = sup{ \f(x) - f(y) \:fQA, ||/|| < l}.

Clearly G is a metric, and G(x, y) ^ 2 for all x, y.

Theorem 4 (Gleason [3]). If G(x, y)<2 and G(y, z)<2, then
G(x,z)<2.

Theorem 4 implies that the relation G(x, y) < 2 is an equivalence

relation on X, which we denote x «y. We will need the following fact,

which follows from the properties of conformai mappings of the unit
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disc, applied to the range of functions in A. The points x, y are not

equivalent (x~y fails, or G(x, y) = 2) if and only if for some s < 1 and

every e>0, there is fEA, ||/|| <1, with |/(x)| ¿s and |/(y)| >l-e.

The following theorem shows that the relation ~ does specialize to

the Gleason relation « in the case of a function algebra. The basic

idea of this theorem is due to Bishop [l] who showed in somewhat

different language that x~y implies x~y.

Theorem 5. If A is an algebra on X and B = Re A, then G(x, y) <2

if and only if \/a<u(x)/u(y) <a for some a and all positive uEB.

We can state the theorem briefly: x~y if and only if x~y.

Proof. Assume that condition (1) does not hold; that is, x~y fails.

If, to be specific, u(x)/u(y) is not bounded away from zero, then there

is a strictly positive uEB such that u(x) <e and u(y) = 1. If u+ivEA

and/ = e-"-", then/G^4, |/| -er«<l, |/(y)| =e~\ and |/(x)| >e~'.

Thus there are functions / in A of norm ^ 1 which map x arbitrarily

close to the boundary of the disc, while |/(y) | is bounded away from

1. This shows that G(x, y) =2 if x~y fails.

Now assume G(x, y) =2. Given e>0 there is therefore/=w-f-iz>G-<4

such that 11/11 <1 and u(x) < — 1 + e, u(y)>i — e. If «0 = ̂  + 1, then
uoEB, M0>0 on X, and u0(x)/u0(y) <e/(2 — e). Hence x~y fails if

x«y fails.

Theorem 6. 2/ A is an algebra on X, and B = Re A, then the metric G

of (4) is equivalent to the metric D of (3) on each part of X.

Proof. Fix a part of X, and consider only points x, y in this part.

We show that if G(x, y)^r>0, then D(x, y) ^log(l+r/2), and sec-

ondly, that if D(x, y)ser>0, then G(x, y) ^e-1 — e~l~r.

Assume first that G(x, y)^r>0. For any e>0 there is fEA, ||/|| <1,

such that |/(x)—/(y)| >r — e. We can assume, by rotating the graph

of/ if necessary, that f=u+iv and u(x)—u(y)>r — e. If Wo = w-|-l,

then 0<Mo<2 on X, u0(x)—u0(y)>r — e, and

Uo(x)/u0(y) > (uo(y) + r — e)/u0(y) > I + (r — e)/2.

Hence R(x, y)^l+r/2, and D(x, y) ^Iog(l+r/2).

Now assume that D(x, y) =log R(x, y)^r>0. Since P(x, y)^er

>l+r, there is a positive function uEB with u(x)/u(y)> i+r (or

u(y)/u(x) > 1 +r with a similar proof). We normalize u so that u(y) = 1

andM(x)>l+r. Let u+ivEA, and/=<;-"-". Then/GA, ||/|| <1, and

| f(x) - }(y) |   ^ | f(y) |  - | /(*) |   = r«W - «-« > e"1 - C*-.

Corollary. Each fEA is continuous on each part of X with the

metric G or D.
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Proof. This is obvious for the metric G, since the norm topology

in A * is stronger than the w* topology, which coincides on the parts

with the given topology. Hence the functions are also continuous in

the equivalent metric D.

4. Geometric characterization of parts. Our geometric character-

ization of the Gleason parts for a subspace B of Cr(X) (and hence of a

subalgebra A of CC(X)) makes use of the representation of B as the

weak dual of B*. Give B* the w* topology, and, for each uQB, de-

fine m on B* by ü(F) = F(u) for all FQB*. The space B of all such

functions ü is isomorphic to B, and is the space of all w*-continuous

linear functionals on B* ([2, p. 18] or [4, Problem W, p._108]). If

X'= \ex: xQX] QB*, then Xe is homeomorphic to X and B\X* is a

copy of B on X, since ü(ex) =ex(u) =u(x). Let TB denote the closed

convex hull of Xe in B*. The following theorem can be derived as a

consequence of the Riesz representation theorem and the fact that

linear combinations of point masses are w* dense in the space of all

measures. We include a simple proof which does not involve any no-

tion of measure or integration.

Theorem 7. TB = {X') = {FQB*: F(l) =\\f\\ = 1}.

Proof. Since B* is a locally convex space, and B is its dual, the

closed convex hull of Xe can be written [2, Corollary 2, p. 22]

TB = (X') = {FQ B*: û(F) á max ü[X'],    all uQB]

= {FQB*:F(u) ¿max u,    all uQB}.

For FQTb we have, from (5), F(u) ¿max u¿jjwlj and —F(u)

¿F(-u)¿max (-u)¿\\u\\. Hence -\\u\\¿F(u)¿\\u\\, and ||P||^1.

In addition, -P(l) = P(-1) gmax (-1) =-1, so P(l) = l, and

||f\\ = F(l) = 1 if FQTs. Now suppose that ||p|| = P(l) = 1. If FQTB,
then P(zio)>maxwo for some u0QB. For sufficiently large n, u0+n

^0, and ||»+tto|| =w+maxtt0. Since P(l) = l, F(n+u0) =n+F(u0)

>||«+Mo||, which contradicts the assumption ||p|| =1.

The set TB, which we will call the carrier of B, is a compact convex

set in the locally convex space B*, w*. It is the largest compact space

K containing X such that B can be extended to K to be isomorphic

and isometric with a separating subspace of Cr(K) containing the

constants. In this sense, the carrier TB plays somewhat the role for a

linear space B that the spectrum Sa does for an algebra A. If A is an

algebra on X, and B — Re A, then SA can be considered a subset of TB,

since the homomorphisms of A are positive linear functionals of norm

one (cf. [6, p. 58]). We can therefore consider A as linearly isomorphic
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and isometric to a linear space A of complex linear functionals on TB,

with AI Sa being algebraically isomorphic to A.

To simplify the notation, and without loss of generality, we will

henceforth regard X as a compact subset of a locally convex space,

B*, with compact closed convex hull Tb, and B as the space of all

continuous linear functionals on B*, usually restricted to X or to TB.

We use x, y, z for points of X, or TB, or functionals in B*.

We will call a subset E of a convex set K a face of K if and only if

E is convex and (a, b) CE whenever the segment (a, b) intersects E

and (a, b) CK. Note that a face differs from the "extremal set" of

[2, p. 78] and the "support set" of [5, p. 130] in that a face should

not contain all end points of segments [a, b] which intersect it. A

face is "open" in this sense. A nonempty intersection of faces is obvi-

ously a face. We will let S(x) denote the smallest face of TB contain-

ing x; i.e., S(x) is the intersection of all faces of TB containing x.

Lemma 8. Either x is an extreme point of TB, or S(x) is the union of

all open segments (a', a") in TB which contain x.

Proof. Suppose x is not an extreme point of TB. Clearly S(x) must

contain all open segments (a', a") such that xE(a', a") CTB, so it is

sufficient to show that the union E of such segments is a face. If

a, bEE, then aE(a', a") CTB, and bE(b', b") CTB, and x is in both

segments. The points a, a', a", b, b', b", x all lie in a two-dimensional

plane in TB, and it is easy to see from the plane geometry that each

point of (a, b) is in an open segment of TB containing x. Thus E is

convex. It similarly is clear from the two-dimensional picture that if

yEE and yE(a, b)CTB, that (a, b) CE.
It follows from the definition of a face that if yES(x), then

S(y) CS(x). On the other hand, from Lemma 8 we have that yES(x)

if and only if xES(y). Thus yG-S(x) if and only if S(x) =S(y).

We call attention to the fact that Lemma 8 shows that any convex

set K decomposes into disjoint convex sets which are its minimal

faces, and that each face F (other than an extreme point) can be

characterized as the union of all open segments in K through any

point of F.

Theorem 9. 2/ x and y are points of TB, then x~y if and only if

S(x) = S(y). That is, the Gleason parts of TB are its minimal faces, and

the Gleason parts of X are the intersections of X (properly Xe) with the

minimal faces of TB.

Proof. Assume that S(x)?*S(y), and to be definite assume that x

is not interior to any segment in TB containing y. Let z„ be the point

of B* such that
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(6) x =-zn-\-y.
n n

Then znQTB by hypothesis. However, zn is in the hyperplane

{FQB*: F(l) = 1}, since x(l) = 1 and y(l) = 1. Let uQB, and u(zn)

<inf m[Pb] =a (such u exists by [2, Theorem 5, p. 22]). If u0 = u — a

QB, then u0(zn) =u(zn)— o<0 = inf u0[TB]. From (6) we have u0(x)

<(l/n)u0(y). Since n is arbitrary, x~y fails if S(x)9éS(y). Now as-

sume that x and y are not in the same part, and, to be definite, that

u(x)/u(y) is not bounded away from zero for u>0 on TB. Then there

is no zQTB such that xQ(y, z), for, if x = Xy + (l— X)z, and zQTB,

then u(x)/u(y) ^X for all positive uQB. From the preceding lemma

we conclude that xQS(y) and hence that S(x)^S(y).

Let us make explicit what the theorem above says for a function

algebra A. Suppose that A is an algebra on X, which may be assumed

to be the Silov boundary of A, the whole maximal ideal space Sa, or

any closed set in between. If B = Re A, then X is (homeomorphic to)

a subset of TB, and A can be considered a family of complex linear

functionals on TB, with A closed under multiplication when restricted

to X. The Gleason parts of X with respect to A are the intersections

of X with the minimal faces of TB. Using the characterization of TB

in Theorem 7, we can alternatively say that each part of Sa consists

of the multiplicative functionals in one of the minimal faces of the

set {P£P*:P(l)=||F||=l}.
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